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Brian Charles worked for Michael Gerson from 1968 until his retirement in December
2004. He became a Director of the company in 1975 and worked as Sales and Marketing
Director, with particular responsibility for South America where he was able to use his
knowledge of Spanish.
MICHAEL GERSON LTD
1959

Michael Gerson started work with the family firm, Pall Mall Deposit &
Forwarding Company which had been founded in 1899 by his grandfather

1960

The company was bought by Grand Metropolitan and closed down

1961

Michael started his own Company, Michael Gerson Ltd, at 24 Friern Park,
North Finchley

1970

The company relocates to 447 High Road, North Finchley, the former
Finchley Dance Hall, which was then occupied by the Norvic Shoe Compnay

1971

The company builds a warehouse at Daventry

1978

The company buys land at the rear of A1 Dairies in Whetstone and builds two
warehouses

1982

Two more warehouses are built at Whetstone

2001

The company is sold to ICM, a Swedish company (85%) and Abel (15%), and
becomes ICM Gerson

2004

ICM sells its share to Abel and the company becomes Gerson Relocation and
moves to Potters Bar
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INTERVIEW BY DAVID BERGUER WITH BRIAN CHARLES AT
68 MANOR DRIVE, WHETSTONE N20
ON 11 AUGUST 2014
DB

It is 11 August 214 and I am talking to Brian Charles at his home at 68 Manor
Drive, Whetstone.
Brian, can you tell me when and where you were born?

BC

I was born in Neath in Glamorgan in 1946.

DB

And you went to school in Neath?

BC

Yes, my Junior School in Skirrin and my Grammar School in Neath and I had
what I would call a first class education.

DB

And what age did you leave?

BC

I left at eighteen and I went to Wolverhampton Polytechnic where I was a
language student. The Polytechnics at that time offered a different type of course
to a University which meant I could really use my languages.

DB

Was this business oriented?

BC

Yes, as part of the course I went to work in Barcelona for six months at a
company called Villiers who were based in Wolverhampton and they made single
cylinder engines of all sorts including motor bikes. It was called Hispano Villiers.

DB

Did you learn a lot?

BC

My language was Spanish – two years in school and three years in college.

DB

And you weren’t speaking just Castlllian Spanish….

BC

That was the problem, they were all speaking Catalan and I used to say to them:
“Gentlemen, can I have some Castlllian please?”

DB

When you came back were you with Villiers then?

BC

No, it was only like a sandwich course, so I came back, finished my third year
because I did this as part of my second year, and then suddenly decided I had
better get a job. I looked in the Telegraph as one did and there was an advert from
an international transport company looking for a person with initiative, knowledge
of languages an asset. It was with Michael Gerson Ltd and I came to a rented
warehouse and office in Friern Park at the top of a removal company by the name
of Alfred Bell. I was offered the job and I started on 1 September 1968 with
Michael.

DB

So he was in Bell’s premises?
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BC

Yes. Michael started Michael Gerson Ltd in 1961 and he spent his time renting
out containers belonging to the family business called the Pall Mall Deposit &
Forwarding Company started by his grandfather in 1899 and his father was the
Managing Director and his uncle was the Sales Director and by the fifties it was
the leader in overseas removals, packing, shipping, exhibitions. Their offices were
in the Haymarket and the warehouses were in Barlby Road, West Kensington.
Michael left school in 1959 and went to work in the family business which was
bought in 1960 by Maxwell Joseph of Grand Metropolitan Hotels and what
Maxwell Joseph really wanted was the property. At the same time he bought
another company called Bullens, so the Grand Met’s transport arm would be
Bullens and the offices were sold for development and Michael was out of a job.
He was then persuaded by Shirley to start his own business and Alfred Bell were
shareholder and they offered him accommodation and throughout the mid sixties
it was Michael and a handful of people operating out of Friern Park. It was 24
Friern Park and the warehouse is till there. They offices were knocked down and
there is a block of flats there now. I lived in a flat in Torrington Park and I used to
walk to work.
In 1970 Alfred Bell decided that they wanted bigger and better premises so they
built a warehouse in Park Royal. Their emphasis was changing from removals to
distribution and warehousing.

DB

You mentioned containers earlier. Were these pioneered by removal companies?

BC

The history of containers is fascinating. They were used by the international
removal companies at the turn of last century. There were a group of companies
who had their own containers and by container I mean a box with permanent
lifting rings and doors. Those were the only containers in existence and they were
used all round the world until the 1950s.

DB

Were they not introduced by the military?

BC

No. They were started by Sealand in the United States they were 35 foot long and
they went to from the Gulf Ports to Puerto Rico. The legal limit on trucks in the
States at that time was 40 feet, so they could only make the trailer 35 feet long.
Another company called Matson Navigation operated from the West Coast to
Hawaii started with 24 feet containers.

DB

And these would be loaded on normal cargo ships?

BC

They had their own chassis or they would have the chassis but they would lift
them off. Not really like containers as we know them today. The big change came
in the mid fifties when the International Standards Organisation was born and one
of things that the ISO did was to look at containers and say, hang on, you make 35
foot, Matson have 24 foot and some European companies have different sizes.
They started with the width and throughout the world the maximum width of
vehicles is 2.5 metres (8 feet) so that was the maximum width and the height was
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8 feet and the length would be 20 feet or 40 feet. So that’s where containers today
came from. Some shipping companies started to design vessels to take these and
then some very bright enterprising removers in New York and Philadelphia
started to build these containers and lease them to shipping companies. So there
were four movers who started a company called CTI, Container Transport
International which was the first leasing company.
DB

They owned the containers….

BC

They owned them and rented them out to shipping companies. They made a mint
of money and today most containers are leased. In the sixties US Lines developed
ships, and P&O and the guys to Australia developed OCL and these shipping lines
developed ships with cells. They started with 600 containers on a ship; today they
carry 16,000 – they are enormous. Maersk is a Danish company that is very big
today.

DB

Going back to Friern Park, presumably Michael had to move out?

BC

We had six months and Michael’s big decision was whether to rent or buy. His
father though he was mad as he decided to cash in everything he had, and buy
premises. I had been with him for two years and the most important asset to him
were the people. The Norvic Shoe Company who used to own the old Finchley
Dance Hall at 447 High Road, North Finchley, opposite the open air swimming
pool, decided that they wanted to move back to Norwich where they came from.
So the premises came up for sale and we were able to buy it. Today it is a Big
Yellow Self Storage.
We moved in in May 1970, very well positioned near the North Circular. We
converted that building into a warehouse for removals. It was a very exciting time
and we did some amazing things.
In 1972 there was so much storage on offer and we had no room to take it, so we
had to get somewhere else. We went in a car up the M1 to find something that we
could afford and the town we found was Daventry, which is 72 miles from
London. We decided to buy a warehouse – at that time there was very little there
and we bought a speculatively built warehouse that wasn’t really ideal but we
could take our storage to Daventry. We got an enterprising manager there and it
turned it into not only a storage depot but into a fully operational depot with staff
and vehicles. It is the centre of the UK so we could cover the whole of the country
– frankly we could get from there to Manchester quicker than we could to
Bromley or Croydon. So we had one branch and everything was fine for a couple
of years.
By 1974 we were bursting at the seams. Michael and I had travelled a lot and we
had seen a lot of new ideas on warehousing and we wanted to construct something
that suited our business. There was an advert locally for a piece of land behind the
A1 Dairies in Whetstone. There was an estate agent who had it all carved up – he
was going to offer it to a number of people and he wouldn’t even talk to Michael.
The de Rivas family owned the land, because they owned the A1 Dairy and
Michael did something quite unconventional – he picked up the phone and spoke
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to Derek de Rivas and explained who he was and that he couldn’t get the estate
agent to talk to him, we would bring employment into the area and so on and
would Derek just consider us. The following day the estate agent phoned us with
his tail between his legs, having been told by Derek de Rivas to contact Michael.
DB

Who was the estate agent?

BC

Not one of the local boys. Our offer was accepted and we bought the land – this
was the end of 1975. So we sat down and designed it with architects and
surveyors. By that time I had become a director of the company and we had about
60 staff, with 9 of them being in Daventry. We designed the place and we finally
got it ready for opening June 1978 and Margaret Thatcher the local MP agreed to
come and open it. Between her agreeing to do it and the actual day she became
Leader of the Opposition. We vacated the previous premises which we had bought
and moved in to Whetstone.

DB

So Michael was quite shrewd in buying rather than renting….

BC

Yes, so Michael became a property developer. We had the warehouse opening on
the Friday of 16 June 1978 and the following week we moved in. Within two
years we had filled it bit as we had only developed half the site we then developed
the other half. And that was opened in May 1982 which was the day we invaded
the Falklands and by that time Margaret Thatcher was Prime Minister and she
came and opened the new warehouse. She came from number 10 and she told us
that she had just given the order to invade the Falklands.

DB

Just tell me a bit about the business itself, because I got the impression that you
specialised in overseas removals, is that right? Did you do domestic removals at
all?

BC

No. We didn’t have the vehicles for it. Our thing was overseas in both senses –
packing and shipping people’s personal possessions out of the UK and bringing
them back in. And storage. So our local work was storage and it proved to be very
beneficial because with two warehouses full that underpinned our business.

DB

Presumably the overseas business could fluctuate?

BC

Yes it could.

DB

So, how did it work? Say I have got something I want sent to, say, South
America, I ring you up and say I have got machinery to send, do you come…..

BC

This was strictly household, no commercial. Let’s say you were moving to New
York. One of our sales representatives would come and estimate the quantity
involved. His brief would be to go round the house with the lady of the house and
he would look at everything that needed to be shipped. He would prepare a report
with his estimate of the volume and what size of container we would need, the
amount of packaging needed – furniture, glass, books, beds etc. We would then
cost the packing material, cost the labour, cost of the container, the delivery at the
other end and present it to you.
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DB

And your guys would come into the house and pack it.

BC

Yes, the householder would have nothing else to do till they got to New York.

DB

And your guys at the other end would unpack it?

BC

Yes. Unpack it and set it up.

DB

So did guys from the UK go over to unpack it?

BC

Only in special cases. We worked with agents in other countries and part of what I
did was to visit agents and see how they operated and see if they were up to our
standards because our standards were extremely high. Worldwide we were known
as being among the best. This was a nice feeling because we put a lot into it. If we
had problems we would get to grips with them and sort them out. If we were
moving the Chairman of a company – we moved the Chairman of Glaxo to New
York for example – we sent down a foreman and another man to supervise the
unpacking and setting up. With European work we would use our own vehicles.

DB

What happens to the container in New York once it has been unpacked?

BC

It is the property of the shipping company. In the early days we had our own
containers but that only lasted a few years. In the mid sixties we started leasing
them. We would pack it, load it, seal it and the shipping company would then take
care of it.

DB

So you were responsible for the packing and unpacking and the bit in between
was subcontracted?

BC

Yes. It’s exactly the same as sending anything by airfreight. We used to use send
goods by air, by sea, by rail – when I started a lot of the European business went
by rail.

DB

Now you said it was domestic only. We were in Leeds a couple of weeks ago and
we visited the Royal Armouries and someone told us that Gersons had won the
contract to move stuff up from the Tower of London to the new building in Leeds.

BC

These are the special things that we did over the years. We packed and shipped
the contents of most of the areas in the Tower of London and shipped them up to
the new museum in Leeds where we proceeded to unpack them and put
everything in place. We were the only company involved and the move took
months. We had heard about this and went along and offered our services and we
were against specialist companies who did exhibitions. We offered them a
containerised service and we had 60 of them built and when we were ready we
took them to the Tower and all the items were put in the container and sealed. We
had a special vehicle that would go under the arch. The containers were brought
back to Whetstone and stored and when they were ready they called them forward
and we took them up to Leeds. We made sure that the containers were built to a
size that would go into the lifts in the new building. They went into the receiving
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area, up in the lift and right into the area where they were to be exhibited. They
were absolutely gobsmacked - nobody had ever thought of doing this. It took us 8
or 9 months overall. They didn’t tell us what the value was until it was all finished
and it was £1.2 billion. And there were no damages at all: it was a quite unique
experience.
DB

Did you get more work as a result of this or did it just enhance your reputation?

BC

It enhanced our reputation. We weren’t allowed to say anything about it until
afterwards. Some of the things we moved were proper armaments. All the staff
were vetted and signed up. We usually had an annual conference for our overseas
agents and what we did was take them up on the Orient Express to Leeds to the
Royal Armouries.
In the early 1970s we had the opportunity to pack and ship a hospital to the
Emirates – to Dubai and Sharjah, but these were odd projects that came up and we
went for them. One of the biggest bits of publicity we ever had was in December
1990 when Margaret Thatcher had to move out of Downing Street and the papers
carried photographs of one of our vans in Downing Street – it brought us a
tremendous amount of publicity. Margaret Thatcher was a good customer, a
genuine customer and always absolutely sure everything was paid for so there
could be no comeback.

DB

When did they move up to Potters Bar?

BC

In 1996 Michael had heart problems and he had to have a bypass and he had to
slow down a bit, He had three sons. One looked after the leasing business and the
twins looked after the property. Simon was also involved with the self storage
business – we also owned A1 Self Storage. In 2001 the succession came up and
none of the boys wanted to be involved with the moving business so Michael took
the decision to close it. Everything was going along nicely until 9/11 and then it
stopped abruptly. Several companies were looking at it but it came to nothing. So
after that I led a management buyout of Michael Gerson Ltd and we bought the
company with the help of the Bank of Scotland. We bought the business but not
the premises - Michael still held the property. So that’s where we were in 2002.
In 2004 due to the circumstances of my pension scheme, which was a good one, I
took the strategic decision to take earl retirement and I finished at the end of 2004.
The business was declining – there was a change in the dynamics and a lot of
business was put in the hands of relocation companies. Unilver, for example, who
would have their own man to deal with us, would leave it all to a corporate
company who dished it out. So the whole thing started to fall apart. I just got out
at the right time.
Business conditions were extremely difficult and the backers of the business
decided to divest themselves of smaller interest in lots of companies. So the
company was put up for sale and 85% of the company was bought by a Swedish
company with the other 15% being bought by a company called Abels who are a
UK remover. ICM was the name of the Swedish company and the company was
called ICM Gerson. This lasted for about two years then the Swedish company
decided they would not continue with the UK company so they sold their 85% to
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Abels so they could concentrate on their domestic business in Sweden. So Abels
now own 100% and it is called Gerson Relocation.
DB

Did they have to get Michael’s permission to keep the name?

BC

No, because the name came with the company.

DB

So Michael still owns the land and the buildings?

BC

Yes. The site consists of where the old A1 Dairy was, the A1 warehouses and the
two warehouses at the bottom of the site.

DB

Is A1 Storage still going?

BC

Yes. And the two Gerson warehouses were let to a company for storage and
distribution. I don’t know much about them.

DB

What was Michael like to work with – was he a slave driver or a perfectionist.
Presumably he got people on side?

BC

Oh, absolutely. He was what you would call a good boss. He was an entrepreneur,
he could see opportunities but things had to be done the right way. He would also
respect other people’s ideas. If I wanted to do something he wouldn’t stand in my
way, but if I got it wrong I would hear all about it. He was a very good boss and
he was very good with people and very demanding.
We went through a very exciting time but we wouldn’t have gone through it all if
we hadn’t enjoyed it. We had a very good team of people. My interest was sales
and marketing and we had an excellent warehouse manager. And Michael had
been in the moving business all his life. Part of my interest was teaching people
throughout the world. Michael would teach as well and at conferences he would
get up and speak.

DB

Was it a seasonal business?

BC

Yes. Our busy period was from the end of May to beginning of September and in
fact we did half our turnover in those months. We had to bring in extra staff and
we had local subcontractors to help us and we trained them. It was really hard
work, particularly at the end of June and July. We had turn business away and at
the end of July would be busy every year and it would be extremely difficult when
top customers said: “You’ve just got to move the Chairman” and we would
suggest that they tried another date because we just did not have the crews
available.

DB

So you never contemplated taking on business and holding goods in store?

BC

Don’t forget that 90% of the work we did never came near our warehouse. The
availability of staff – the right kind of staff – was the key. There would be good
staff in the Midlands and often we would have the Midlands guys down here
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helping us in London. Some of the things we moved were really quite amazing –
Chinese beds in about 1200 pieces and so forth.
So there we are – a fascinating job really.

Transcribed by David Berguer
©Friern Barnet & district Local History Society
August 2014
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The above interviews are included on the following website:
http://www.themover.co.uk
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